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The representation theory of the rotation group is applied to construct a series expansion
of the correlation tensor in homogeneous anisotropic turbulence. The resolution of
angular dependence is the main analytical difficulty posed by anisotropic turbulence;
representation theory parametrises this dependence by a tensor analogue of the standard
spherical harmonics expansion of a scalar. The series expansion is formulated in terms
of explicitly constructed tensor bases with scalar coefficients determined by angular
moments of the correlation tensor.
Keywords: homogeneous turbulence
1. Introduction
The velocity correlation tensor in homogeneous isotropic turbulence can be characterised
by a scalar function of a scalar argument, for example, by the energy spectrum as a
function of wavenumber. If the assumption of isotropy is dropped, such a simple general
representation is no longer possible. The simplest possible case of anisotropic turbulence
is axial symmetry with reflection invariance in the plane perpendicular to the symmetry
axis. The earliest investigations [1,2] of this problem found that a general expression for
the correlation tensor requires two fixed tensors and two scalar coefficients that are both
functions of a wavevector argument. The substantial increase in complexity compared to
isotropy is obvious.
Only more recently has the correlation tensor in general anisotropic homogeneous
turbulence been analysed by applying the ‘SO(3) decomposition’,[3,4] a generalisation
of spherical harmonics expansions to tensors of any rank. The outcome of this analysis
is a decomposition of the correlation tensor into components that transform according to
different irreducible representations of the rotation group indexed by an integral spin.[5]
Needless to say, tensor analogues of the scalar spherical harmonics expansions arise in
many problems besides turbulence: Ref. [6] is only one example.
In this paper, we take these constructions one step further, and show how to write the
tensor analogues of spherical harmonics, or tensor spherical harmonics, using a basis of
fixed anisotropic tensors. This result generalises the representation of axial symmetry by
one anisotropic tensor [1,2] to arbitrary anisotropy. The analysis is based on a preliminary
decomposition of the correlation tensor into directional and polarisation components fol-
lowing Cambon and Rubinstein.[7] As directional and polarisation anisotropy belong to
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rotation invariant vector spaces, their introduction into the SO(3) analysis is geometrically
natural.
Directional anisotropy is ‘tensorially isotropic’ since, as in axial symmetry, anisotropy
enters its description only through a scalar function of a wavevector argument. The SO(3)
decomposition for directional anisotropy then reduces to a standard spherical harmonics
expansion. Polarisation anisotropy is the trace-free, or deviatoric, part of the correlation
tensor. It requires a considerably more complicated description than directional anisotropy.
We use results from Arad et al. [3] to construct polarisation tensors of all spins.
Whereas directional anisotropy proves to be restricted to even spins, polarisation
anisotropy admits both even and odd spins; the latter can arise in applications with frame
rotation or mean strain fields with an antisymmetric part. Polarisation tensors of even spin
are shown to be linear combinations of five tensors, with polynomial coefficients related
to ordinary spherical harmonics. An elementary geometric argument shows that a general
polarisation tensor is determined by only two scalar coefficients [8] (see also [6]); we will
demonstrate that this reduction requires replacing the polynomial coefficients of the SO(3)
expansion by rational functions and discuss the implications of this step.
Polarisation tensors of odd spin are expressed similarly in terms of a second set of
five basis tensors. The solenoidal condition prohibits the existence of spin one polarisation
tensors, so that the minimum possible spin is three. We discuss a connection between the
stropholysis tensor defined by Kassinos et al. [9] and spin three polarisation.
The developments discussed so far apply to non-helical turbulence; a brief treatment of
the helical case is also included for completeness.
Although this paper is devoted to the essentially formal problem of constructing a series
expansion without any specific application, it is motivated by the implications of the SO(3)
analysis for turbulence modelling. The difficulty posed by anisotropy is that the angle
dependence must be described by functions of up to three independent variables. What the
SO(3) analysis does is to parametrise this dependence in terms of fixed scalar and tensor
functions multiplied by scalar amplitudes that depend on the wavenumber alone. Thus, the
work of Clark and Zemach [10] used SO(3) decompositions to overcome the limitations
of a spectral closure based on ‘angle-averaged’ variables proposed by Besnard et al.,[11]
in which the details of the anisotropic dynamics are necessarily suppressed. The SO(3)
analysis replaces angle averages by more general angular moments thereby permitting the
complete resolution of the angle-dependent dynamics.
The reduction to one independent variable compensates for the introduction of many
unknown amplitudes; moreover, in turbulence, it is anticipated that nonlinear processes
of ‘return to isotropy’ may permit a usable description with a relatively small number of
angular harmonics. The replacement of general angle dependence by moments can also
link two-point closure theories to the single-point quantities used in turbulence models.
This connection will be the subject of future research.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic directional-polarisation
decomposition. Section 3 uses representation theory to construct bases for the expansion
of directional and polarisation anisotropy. Section 4 treats the antisymmetric part of the
correlation tensor. Section 5 contains a summary and conclusions.
2. The directional-polarisation decomposition
Following Ref. [7], index and index-free notation will both be used: vectors are denoted
by ai or a, tensors by Aij or A, tensor products by aibj or ab, and contractions of tensors
by AmnBmn or A : B. Vector and tensor indices are denoted by the usual Latin letters i,
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j, . . . and are governed by the summation convention; Greek letters ν, μ, . . . are used for
enumerations and are not governed by the summation convention. Finally, the same symbol
may denote different quantities that are distinguished by their arguments and/or indices.
The Fourier wavevector representation will be used, in which the correlation tensor is
the functionUij (k) of wavevector k. Its definition impliesUij (k) = Uji(−k), (for example,
Monin and Yaglom [12] Equation (11.56)). Consequently,
if Uij (k) = Uji(k) then Uij (−k) = Uij (k) (1)
if Uij (k) = −Uji(k) then Uij (−k) = −Uij (k). (2)
An immediate consequence is that, in order that the inverse Fourier transform of the
correlation tensor be real, the index symmetric part of the correlation tensor must be real,
and the index antisymmetric part, corresponding to helicity, must be purely imaginary;
these issues are discussed more completely by Cambon and Jacquin [13].
Incompressibility requires Uij (k) to be solenoidal:
kiUij (k) = kjUij (k) = 0. (3)
For isotropy, the correlation has the form
Uij (k) = U (k)Pij (k), (4)
where Pij (k) is the transverse projection matrix
Pij (k) = δij − k−2kikj . (5)
Ref. [7] formulates the directional-polarisation decomposition as follows: any
solenoidal Uij (k) can be written
Uij (k) = U dirij (k) + U polij (k), (6)
where U dirij (k) is the geometric projection of Uij (k) onto Pij (k),
U dirij (k) =
1
2
(U(k) : P(k))Pij (k) (7)
(the factor 12 appears because P : P = tr P = 2) and U polij is the remainder
U
pol
ij (k) = Uij (k) − U dirij (k). (8)
Then, U polij (k) is both trace-free and solenoidal. We will call any such tensor a polarisation
tensor. It is convenient to write Equation (7) as
U dirij (k) = U dir(k)Pij (k), (9)
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where
U dir(k) = 1
2
U(k) : P(k) = 1
2
tr U(k). (10)
Thus, directional anisotropy is characterised by a scalar function of a wavevector argument;
since directional anisotropy is proportional to the isotropic tensor Pij (k), it may be said to
be tensorially isotropic. As in the trace-deviator decomposition, directional and polarisation
anisotropy transform under rotation into components of the same type.
Our next step is to decompose directional and polarisation anisotropy into irreducible
representations of SO(3) following Refs [3,5].
3. SO(3) decompositions
3.1. Directional anisotropy
The SO(3) decomposition of U dir(k) is the series expansion
U dir(k) = U (k) + H dirmn(k)k−2kmkn + H dirmnrs(k)k−4kmknkrks + · · · , (11)
where U(k) is the isotropic contribution to U dir(k), and the anisotropic contribution is
described by polynomials in the components of k with coefficient tensors Hdir that are
functions only of wavenumber k. Since Pij (k) = Pji(k) obeys index symmetry, Equation
(1) requires U dir(k) = U dir(−k) and restricts the terms in Equation (11) to even degree
polynomials.
The coefficient tensors H dirmn(k), H
dir
mnrs(k), . . . can be assumed symmetric under any
interchange of indices. They are also trace-free, in the extended sense that the contraction
of any two indices vanishes identically. There are 2ν + 1 linearly independent tensors with
this property for each degree ν. Then if the argument ofH dirm1,...mν (k) is fixed, the polynomial
H dirm1,...mν km1 . . . kmν is harmonic and homogeneous of degree ν.[5]
Such polynomials, or equivalently, their corresponding coefficient tensors, define the
irreducible representations [3,5] of the rotation group. They form a vector space of dimen-
sion 2ν + 1 that will be denoted by Hν . In applications to physics, ν is called the spin, and
although this term has no particular relevance in the context of turbulence, we will use this
standard terminology; here, the spin is the rank of the coefficient tensor or the degree of the
corresponding homogeneous polynomial. Note that spin zero corresponds to the isotropic
part U(k).
The terms in Equation (11) are defined as follows:U(k) is simply the spherical average
U (k) = 1
4πk2
∮
dS(k)U dir(k), (12)
where the integration symbol denotes integration over a sphere of radius k. Practical diffi-
culties notwithstanding, the importance of averaging over all directions in extracting U(k)
from experimental data was demonstrated by Kurien and Sreenivasan [14].
The first two Hdir tensors are defined by
2!
5 · 3H
dir
ij (k) =
1
4πk2
∮
dS(k) U dir(k)k−2Tij (k) (13)
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4!
9 · 7 · 5 · 3H
dir
ijmn(k) =
1
4πk2
∮
dS(k) U dir(k)k−4Tijmn(k), (14)
where
Tij (k) = kikj − 1
3
k2δij (15)
Tijmn(k) = kikj kmkn − 1
7
k2
(
δij kmkn + perm.
)+ 1
35
k4
(
δij δmn + perm.
)
(16)
and ‘perm.’ denotes summation over all index permutations that lead to a distinct result
(thus, there are six terms in the second contribution to Tijmn in Equation (16) and three in the
third). The tensors Tij and Tijmn are the unique trace-free isotropic tensors containing kikj
and kikjkmkn, respectively. These objects and their integrals are ubiquitous in applications
(for example, Waldmann [15]). They are readily generalised to higher spins and are used
to construct the corresponding Hdir tensors in Equation (11).
The expansion Equation (11) has the property that
∮
dS(k)kn1 · · · knνU dir(k) =
∮
dS(k)kn1 · · · knν
×
(
U (k) + H dirm1m2 (k)k−2km1km2 + · · · + H dirm1···mν (k)k−νkm1 · · · kmν
)
(17)
so that any moment of Udir of order ν is determined by the first ν terms of the series. The
expansion Equation (11) can in fact be derived from this property.
3.2. Basis of spherical harmonics
The SO(3) analysis decomposes the space of functions of wavevector k into the rotation-
invariant subspaces Hν of dimension 2ν + 1. Constructing a basis for these subspaces
can be useful for analysis. There is no unique construction, but a standard one uses the
invariance of the Hν under the group SO(2) of two-dimensional rotations about an axis a.
Since SO(2) is a subgroup of SO(3), the irreducible representations of SO(3) on the spaces
Hν break up into irreducible representations of SO(2). This happens in a standard way [5]
and leads to the familiar Legendre polynomials and spherical harmonics.
We begin with the identity representation [5] of SO(2) on axisymmetric harmonic
polynomials. There is only one such polynomial of each spin; therefore, for axial symmetry,
the expansion Equation (11) simplifies to
U dir(k) =
∑
ν≥0, even
Aν(k)k
−νY ν(k), (18)
where the Y ν(k) are Legendre polynomials; for later calculations, they must be expressed as
homogeneous polynomials in the components of k; thus, if the unit vector a is the symmetry
axis,
Y 0(k) = 1
Y 2(k) = k2 − 3(a · k)2
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Y 4(k) = 3k4 − 30k2(a · k)2 + 35(a · k)4. (19)
Here and in what follows, in place of the standard normalisations, such polynomials are
written with relatively prime integer coefficients.
Let k = (kx, ky, kz) with kz = a · k. For each spin ν and μ such that 0 ≤ μ ≤ ν, define
Y ν,±μ(k) by
Y ν,μ(k) + iY ν,−μ(k) = cν,μ(kx + iky)μ ∂
μ
∂k
μ
z
Y ν(k), (20)
where the derivative ∂/∂kz is evaluated treating k and kz as independent variables in
Equation (19) and its generalisations to higher spins. Up to normalisation, the result is the
usual spherical harmonics written as homogeneous polynomials. Here and subsequently,
cν, μ denotes constants chosen to simplify the final expressions. They are not necessarily
the same constants each time cν, μ appears. For example, for spin two, they can be chosen
so that
Y 2,0(k) = Y 2(k) = k2 − 3k2z
Y 2,1(k) = kxkz Y 2,−1(k) = kykz
Y 2,2(k) = k2x − k2y Y 2,−2(k) = 2kxky. (21)
Using spherical coordinates kx = k sin θ cosφ, ky = k sin θ sinφ, kz = k cos θ , and complex
exponentials kx + iky = ksin θ eiφ ,
Y 2,0(k) = Y 2(k) = k2(1 − 3 cos2 θ )
Y 2,1(k) + iY 2,−1(k) = k2 cos θ sin θ exp(iφ)
Y 2,2(k) + iY 2,−2(k) = k2 sin2 θ exp(2iφ). (22)
The complex exponentials exp (imφ) define the irreducible representations of SO(2),[5] so
that their appearance in Equation (22) and its generalisations to higher spins is natural.
The general expansion Equation (11) can be written in this basis as
U dir(k) =
∑
ν even,−ν≤μ≤ν
Aν,μ(k)k
−νY ν,μ(k). (23)
Comparing with the terms in Equation (11),
H dirmn(k)k
−2kmkn =
∑
−2≤μ≤2
A2,μ(k)k
−2Y 2,μ(k) (24)
H dirmnrs(k)k
−4kmknkrks =
∑
−4≤μ≤4
A4,μ(k)k
−4Y 4,μ(k). (25)
As required, there are 5 and 9 terms in the basis for spin two (Equation (24)) and spin four
(Equation (25)), respectively. We emphasise that the SO(3) analysis provides no natural
a basis for the spaces Hν and that the standard spherical harmonics basis developed here
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requires choosing an arbitrary polar axis a. The basis functions Yν, μ depend on this choice,
but this dependence is quantified by standard formulas of representation theory.[5]
3.3. Polarisation anisotropy: even spins
The tensor U polij (k) must also be expanded appropriately, but this is a much more compli-
cated matter. Beginning with the case of the index symmetry Equation (1), we will obtain
an expansion in tensors with polynomial components of increasing degree analogous to
Equation (11),
U
pol
ij (k) = H polijmn(k)k−2kmkn + H polijmnrs(k)k−4kmknkrks + · · · (26)
where, as in Equation (11), the expansion is restricted to polynomials of even degree
by Equation (1). Since isotropy is included in the directional expansion, the polarisation
expansion starts at spin two.
From the viewpoint of SO(3), the problem posed by polarisation anisotropy is the
decomposition into irreducible representations of a representation of the rotation group on
a vector space of tensors with polynomial entries. To construct this decomposition, we will
use the differential operator formalism of Ref. [3], which generates the required tensors by
operating on scalar functions with rotation-invariant matrices of differential operators. The
formulations in Refs [4,6] differ in details but are essentially equivalent.
Consider the linear combination of the differential operators B1, B5, B7, and B9 of Ref.
[3] Equation (10):
Lνij = k2∂i∂j − (ν − 1)(ki∂j + kj ∂i) +
1
2
ν(ν − 1)(δij + kikj k−2), (27)
where, to lighten the notation, ∂ i is written for ∂/∂ki; compare also L’vov et al. [16] for the
use of Fourier variables. This operator has the property that Lνij [ν(k)] is solenoidal for
any ν(k) which is homogeneous of degree ν. Moreover, if ν is also harmonic, then
δijLνij [ν(k)] = 0 (28)
so that Lνij [ν(k)] is both solenoidal and trace-free, hence a polarisation tensor. These
properties depend on the Euler homogeneity relation ki∂ iν = νν . A similar operator
that generates solenoidal tensors appears in Ref. [16], but that operator does not generate
trace-free tensors.
In order to obtain tensors with even order polynomial components, we consider even
values of ν only, and consider odd values subsequently. The tensor analogue of the expansion
Equation (17) is
U
pol
ij (k) = L2ij [p2(k)] + L4ij [p4(k)] + · · · , (29)
where pn(k) is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial in k with coefficients that can depend
on k. It is understood that the Lνij act on the harmonic polynomials obtained by holding
the wavenumber argument of the coefficient tensors constant: recall that the characteristic
properties of Lνij require that it act on harmonic polynomials.
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Writing, for example, p2(k) = amn(k)kmkn, we obtain
L2ij [p2(k)] = 2
[
k2aij − (kiknajn + kj knain) + 1
2
(δij + kikj k−2)amnkmkn
]
(30)
and thus, equating this result to the spin two contribution to Equation (26),
H
pol
ijmn = 2
[
aij δmn −
(
δimajn + δjmain
)+ 1
2
(δij + kikj k−2)amn
]
. (31)
Analogous results for the higher spins follow similarly. We remark that the right-hand
side of Equation (30) can also be written following Ref. [7], using a solenoidal projection
operator, as
k2
(
Pim(k)Pjn(k) + Pjm(k)Pin(k) − Pij (k)Pmn(k)
)
amn. (32)
Retaining only spin two directional and polarisation anisotropy from Equations (11)
and (26) gives a model for the correlation tensor
Uij (k) =
(1
2
U (k) + H dirmn(k)k−2kmkn
)
Pij (k) + H polijmn(k)k−2kmkn (33)
discussed in Ref. [7] and used recently as the basis of a spectral model by Mons et al. [17].
The present work shows how to generalise this model to higher even spin directional and
polarisation anisotropy, and to odd spin polarisation anisotropy.
3.4. Basis of even spin tensor spherical harmonics
As in the analysis of directional anisotropy, a basis for the tensors of spin ν can be introduced.
In this problem, it is helpful to treat axial symmetry first in more detail.
It follows from Ref. [3] that there is essentially (that is, up to a multiple of a function of
k) only one axisymmetric polarisation tensor for each spin ν, and it is obtained by applying
Lνij to Y ν(k). An elementary calculation shows that
Lνij [Y ν(k)] =
∂2Y ν(k)
∂k2z
S
pol
ij (k), (34)
where
S
pol
ij (k) = k2aiaj − (a · k)(kiaj + kjai) +
1
2
(a · k)2[δij + k−2kikj ]− 1
2
k2Pij (k)
(35)
is a polarisation tensor. The important fact, special to axial symmetry, is that it is the same
tensor for all ν. Defining
Zν(k) = cν ∂
2Y ν(k)
∂k2z
(36)
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the first few of these functions are
Z0(k) = 1
Z2(k) = 7(a · k)2 − k2
Z4(k) = 33(a · k)4 − 18k2(a · k)2 + k4, (37)
where the cν have been chosen to make the coefficients relatively prime integers.
These results demonstrate that an even spin axisymmetric polarisation tensor can be
written as
U
pol
ij (k) = U pol(k)Spolij (k) (38)
where the scalar U pol(k) can be expanded in the series
U pol(k) =
∑
ν≥0 even
Bν(k)k
−νZν(k). (39)
Equation (38) with Equation (39) is a tensor analogue of the spherical harmonics expansion
Equation (18). Thus, for axial symmetry
H
pol
ijmnk
−2kmkn = B2(k)Z2(k)Spolij (k)
H
pol
ijmnrsk
−4kmknkrks = B4(k)Z4(k)Spolij (k) (40)
The perhaps surprising conclusion that directional and polarisation anisotropy are ex-
panded in different basis functions is reflected in the orthogonality conditions. The orthog-
onality relation
∮
dS(k)Y ν(k)Yμ(k) ∝ δνμ (41)
applies equally to the entire contribution to the directional tensor Y ν(k)Pij (k) because
Y ν(k)Pij (k)Yμ(k)Pij (k) = 2Y ν(k)Yμ(k). (42)
Likewise, the appropriate orthogonality condition for polarisation is the orthogonality of
the tensors Zν(k)Spolij (k). Routine calculation shows that
Spol : Spol = 1
2
[
k2 − (a · k)2]2 . (43)
Orthogonality properties of associated Legendre polynomials [18] imply
∮
dS(k)Zν(k)Spolmn(k)Zμ(k)Spolmn(k)
= 1
2
∮
dS(k)Zν(k)Zμ(k)
[
k2 − (a · k)2]2 ∝ δμν. (44)
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By analogy to the introduction of a basis of spherical harmonics in the analysis of
directional anisotropy, we next construct a basis for the spaces of tensors defined by
Equation (30). Define
Y
ν,μ
ij (k) + iY ν,−μij (k) = cν,μLνij [Y ν,μ(k)] = cν,μLνij
[
(kx + iky)μ ∂
μ
∂k
μ
z
Y ν(k)
]
. (45)
It is shown in Appendix 1 that the constant cν, μ can be chosen, so that
Y
ν,μ
ij (k) + iY ν,−μij (k)
= μ(μ − 1)(kx + iky)μ−2
(
∂μ
∂k
μ
z
Y ν(k)
)(
Y
2,2
ij (k) + iY 2,−2ij (k)
)
+ 2μ(kx + iky)μ−1
(
∂μ+1
∂k
μ+1
z
Y ν(k)
)(
Y
2,1
ij (k) + iY 2,−1ij (k)
)
+ (kx + iky)μ
(
∂μ+2
∂k
μ+2
z
Y ν(k)
)
Y
2,0
ij (k), (46)
where
Y
2,2
ij (k) + iY 2,−2ij (k) = L2ij [(kx + iky)2]
Y
2,1
ij (k) + iY 2,−1ij (k) = L2ij [(kx + iky)z]
Y
2,0
ij (k) = L2ij [k2 − 3k2z ]. (47)
Appendix 1 includes explicit expressions for the tensors Y 2,μij . Note that
Y
2,0
ij (k) = Spolij (k). (48)
It is convenient to call the Y ν,μij (k)tensor spherical harmonics, although they are subject
to the special constraint of being polarisation tensors. The five tensors Y 2,μij (k) with −2 ≤
ν ≤ 2 form a basis for even spin tensor spherical harmonics. This result generalises the
representation of axial symmetry by one anisotropic tensor to an arbitrary anisotropy. A
general even spin polarisation tensor therefore has the expansion
U
pol
ij (k) =
∑
ν≥0 even
∑
−ν≤μ≤ν
Aν,μ(k)Y
ν,μ
ij (k). (49)
The use of a basis with five elements to describe even spin polarisation tensors appears
to be at variance with an elementary geometric argument [8] (see also Ref. [6]) that a basis
of two tensors is sufficient. Given a polar axis a, a local frame at any wavevector k is
defined by the unit vector k/k and two orthogonal unit vectors in the plane perpendicular
to k [19],
e1(k) = k × a/|k × a| e2(k) = k × e1/|k × e1|. (50)
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These are the usual unit vectors in spherical coordinates. In rectangular coordinates,
e1(k) = (ky,−kx, 0)/
√
k2x + k2y
e2(k) = (kxkz, kykz,−(k2x + k2y))/k
√
k2x + k2y. (51)
Since k · e1(k) = k · e2(k) = 0, a solenoidal tensor can be expressed as a linear com-
bination of the four tensor products e1(k)e1(k), e2(k)e2(k), e1(k)e2(k), and e2(k)e1(k); in
particular, a polarisation tensor can be written as a linear combination of the two tensors
e1e1 − e2e2 and e1e2 + e2e1.
Let us apply this representation to the even spin tensor spherical harmonics of
Equation (47). Using Equation (51) and the explicit expressions of Equation (A8),
Y2,0(k) = −(k2x + k2y)(e1e1 − e2e2)
Y2,1(k) = 2kxkz(e1e1 − e2e2) − 2kyk(e1e2 + e2e1)
Y2,−1(k) = 2kykz(e1e1 − e2e2) + 2kxk(e1e2 + e2e1)
Y2,2(k) = −(k2x − k2y)(e1e1 − e2e2) + 2kkz
2kxky
k2x + k2y
(e1e2 + e2e1)
Y2,−2(k) = −2kxky(e1e1 − e2e2) − 2kkz
k2x − k2y
k2x + k2y
(e1e2 + e2e1). (52)
The formulas for Y2,±2 in Equation (52) contain rational functions that are undefined along
the line kx = ky = 0. Geometrically, this is the consequence of attempting to express the
two-dimensional quantities Y2,±2 in a spherical coordinate system. Clearing fractions in
these expressions results in equations with polynomial coefficients relating (k2x + k2y)Y2,±2
to the other Y2,μ, but not to expressions for the Y2,±2 themselves.
That a non-singular representation requires a basis withmore elements than the apparent
minimum imposed by linear independence is a common situation in algebra: a related issue
underlies the discussion of the linear dependence of elements in an ‘integrity basis’ for
expressing the Reynolds stresses in terms of the mean velocity gradient; compare Canuto
and Dubovikov.[20]
3.5. Polarisation anisotropy: odd spins
The definition of Lνij implies that it can only generate a tensor with even degree polynomial
components if ν is even. An interesting feature of polarisation is that there is a second way
to generate tensors with even degree polynomial components by operating on spherical
harmonics of odd degree.
Again referring to the list of operators in Ref. [3] Equation (10), define the linear
combination of operators B6 and B8,
Oνij = 	ibc
(
k2kb∂c∂j − (ν − 1)kj kb∂c
)+ 	jbc (k2kb∂c∂i − (ν − 1)kikb∂c) . (53)
In order that Oνij [ν(k)] with ν homogeneous of degree ν have even degree polynomial
entries, ν must be odd. Like Lνij , Oνij operating on any homogeneous harmonic polyomial
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produces a polarisation tensor. In the special case of axial symmetry
Oνij [Y ν(k)] = Zν(k)Kpolij (k), (54)
where
Kpol(k) = k2 [(k × a)a + a(k × a)] − (a · k) [(k × a)k + k(k × a)] . (55)
Provided that ν is odd, so thatZν(−k)Kpol(−k) = Zν(k)Kpol(k), these tensors satisfy the
condition expressed in Equation (1). But they were excluded in Refs [1,2] and later papers
on axial symmetry [21] by an additional requirement noted in the Introduction of invariance
under reflections in the plane perpendicular to the symmetry axis. This requirement was
expressed by Sreenivasan and Narasimha [21] as the absence of a preferred direction of the
symmetry axis.
The simplest odd spin polarisation tensor is the axisymmetric spin three tensor (a ·
k)Kpol(k) defined by Equation (55) for ν = 3: it is easily verified that there is no solenoidal
tensor of spin one. That the breaking of reflection symmetry requires adding a third tensor
to the basis of two tensors for reflection invariant axial symmetry was noted by Cambon and
Jacquin [13]; see also Ref. [9]. Its connection with the breaking of reflectional symmetry
suggests that odd spin axial symmetry inhabits a different category than its even spin
counterpart, which might be called semi-axial symmetry following Ref. [13]. Among
numerous papers treating this symmetry breaking, we note Refs [22] and [23].
The general spin three polarisation tensor proves to be related to the stropholysis tensor
introduced by Kassinos et al. [9]. Given a harmonic cubic polynomial apqr(k)kpkqkr, we can
form the spin three polarisation tensor
1
6
O3ij [apqr (k)kpkqkr ] = 	ibc(k2kbacjr (k)kr − kjkbapqc(k)kpkq) + (ij ), (56)
where (ij) denotes index symmetrisation. Consider a contribution to the correlation tensor
of the form
U
pol
ij (k) =
1
6
k−3O3ij [apqrkpkqkr ]. (57)
Following the prescriptions of Ref. [9], form the angular moment
Mijpq(k) =
∮
dS(k) U polij (k)k−2kpkq
= (1
3
	ircacjr (k)δpq − 1
15
	ipcacjq (k) − 1
15
	iqcacjp(k)
)+ (ij )
= − 2
15
(	ipcacjq (k) + 	iqcacjp(k)) + (ij ). (58)
A ‘stropholysis spectrum’ can be defined by
Qijk(k) = 	ipqMjqpk(k) + (ij ) = 	ipq(	jpcacqk(k) + 	jkcacqp(k)) + (ij )
= − 1
15
(δij δqc − δicδjq)acqk(k) + (ij ) = 2
15
aijk(k) (59)
and is thus proportional to the original spin three tensor aijk.
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In Ref. [9], it is noted that the traces of the tensor Qijk all vanish in homogeneous turbu-
lence (the construction of Ref. [9] has the advantage that it also applies to inhomogeneous
turbulence). This observation already makes explicit the connection between stropholysis
and spin three. It is encouraging that a construction with no explicit connection to group
theory leads naturally to the general spin three polarisation tensor found by SO(3) methods.
We note that in the special case of axial symmetry, the symmetry breaking term intro-
duced in Equation (2.5) of Ref. [9] is, up to a change in notation, identical to Kpol.
Returning to the general development, a basis for odd spin tensors is defined, by analogy
to Equation (45),
Y
ν,μ
ij (k) + iY ν,−μij (k) ≡ cν,μOνij
[
(kx + iky)μ ∂
μ
∂k
μ
z
Y ν(k)
]
. (60)
It is shown in Appendix 1 that the constant cν, μ can be chosen, so that
Y
ν,μ
ij (k) + iY ν,−μij (k)
= μ(μ − 1)(kx + iky)μ−2
(
∂μ
∂k
μ
z
Y ν(k)
) (
X
2,2
ij (k) + iX2,−2ij (k)
)
+μ(kx + iky)μ−1
(
∂μ+1
∂k
μ+1
z
Y ν(k)
) (
X
2,1
ij (k) + iX2,−1ij (k)
)
+ (kx + iky)μ
(
∂μ+2
∂k
μ+2
z
Y ν(k)
)
X
2,0
ij (k), (61)
where
X
2,2
ij (k) + iX2,−2ij (k) = O2ij [(kx + iky)2]
X
2,1
ij (k) + iX2,−1ij (k) = O2ij [(kx + iky)z]
X
2,0
ij (k) = O2ij [k2 − 3k2z ]. (62)
Explicit expressions for these tensors appear in Appendix 1. Whereas the even spin basis
Y2,μ was formed by tensors with even degree polynomial entries, the X2,μ prove to have
odd degree polynomial entries. It will be clear from Appendix 1 that they will multiply
homogeneous functions of k of odd degree.
Given these results, we can write any polarisation tensor as
U
pol
ij (k) =
∑
ν≥0
∑
−ν≤μ≤ν
Aν,μ(k)Y
ν,μ
ij (k), (63)
where it is understood that if ν is even, the Yν, μ are defined by Equation (46), and if ν is
odd, the Yν, μ are defined by Equation (61) instead. This result generalises Equation (49) by
removing the restriction to even spins.
4. Antisymmetric contributions to the correlation tensor
We briefly outline the general SO(3) description of these quantities, which describe helicity;
further details appear in Ref. [8]. Denote the antisymmetric part of the correlation tensor by
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Hij (k). Recall from the discussion following Equation (2) that Hij (k) is purely imaginary.
Three operators in Ref. [3] Equation (10) generate antisymmetric tensors. The operator B4
acting on an arbitrary scalar (k) gives
Hij (k) = 	ijpkp(k). (64)
This tensor is obviously solenoidal and can therefore contribute to the correlation tensor.
The symmetry condition Equation (2) forces (−k) = (k), thus (k) is expanded in
even degree spherical harmonics. The spin zero component is the helicity spectrum as
conventionally defined, and the higher spins correspond to anisotropic helicity.
The operatorB3 is ki∂ j − kj∂ i. Its solenoidal projection can be constructed asPimPjn(km∂n
− kn∂m), which vanishes identically. Therefore, this operator does not contribute to the
correlation tensor.
Finally, we have the operator B2, 	ijp∂p with the solenoidal projection
Pim(k)Pjn(k)	mnp∂p = 	ijp∂p − k−2(kikm	mjp + kjkn	inp)∂p
= 	ijp∂p + k−2(ki	jmp − kj 	imp)km∂p. (65)
Note that
	ijr	r
nk
	nmpkm∂p =
(
δi
δjn − δinδj

)
k
	nmpkm∂p
= ki	jmpkm∂p − kj 	impkm∂p, (66)
where the index r is contracted first. But contracting the index n first instead,
	ijr	r
nk
	nmpkm∂p = 	ijr
(
δrmδ
p − δrpδ
m
)
k
km∂p = 	ijrkpkr∂p − 	ijrk2∂r
= ν	ijrkr − 	ijrk2∂r . (67)
Therefore, the solenoidal projection Equation (65) can be rewritten as
Pim(k)Pjn(k)	mnp∂p = 	ijp∂p + νk−2	ijrkr − 	ijr∂r = νk−2	ijrkr . (68)
This operator differs trivially from Equation (64), which therefore generates the most
general anisotropic helicity.
The antisymmetric part of the correlation can therefore be expanded in spherical har-
monics as
Hij (k) = 	ijpkp
∑
ν≥0 even
∑
−ν≤μ≤ν
Cν,μ(k)Y
ν,μ(k) (69)
in agreement with the analysis in Ref. [8]. The tensors in this expansion are trivially
orthogonal, because
	ijpkpY
ν,μ(k)	ijqkqY ν
′,μ′(k) ∝ k2Y ν,μ(k)Y ν ′,μ′(k). (70)
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5. Summary and conclusions
The directional-polarisation decomposition expresses the correlation tensor as the sum of
two terms, each of which belongs to a rotation-invariant vector space. It is therefore a
natural first step in the SO(3) decomposition, and is in fact prior to any particular treatment
of the directional and polarisation components.
We reviewed the spherical harmonics expansion for a scalar field, which proves to
be appropriate for directional anisotropy, and showed how to extend that expansion to
polarisation tensors. For the space of polarisation tensors of spin ν, we constructed a basis
of 2ν + 1 tensor spherical harmonics Yν,μ with −ν ≤ μ ≤ ν. For even spins, these
tensor spherical harmonics are linear combinations with polynomial coefficients of the five
tensors Y2,μ with −2 ≤ μ ≤ 2 (Equation (47)). Similarly, the odd spin harmonics are linear
combinations of the five tensors X2,μ (Equation (62)).
The main result of this paper is the explicit expressions for the tensor spherical har-
monics in terms of basis tensors for even and odd spins, with coefficients depending on
derivatives of the usual scalar spherical harmonics. This result permits a complete, ex-
plicit description of the anisotropy of the velocity correlation tensor and thus provides a
foundation for the mathematical modelling of anisotropic turbulence.
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Appendix 1. Explicit expressions for basis tensors
Using the solenoidal projection operator [7] of Equation (32), define for any constant tensor aij,
a
pol
ij (k) =
1
2
k2
(
Pim(k)Pjn(k) + Pjm(k)Pin(k) − Pij (k)Pmn(k)
)
amn
= k2aij − kikpapj − kj kpapi + 1
2
(δij + k−2kikj )(a : kk) − 1
2
(tr a)Pij (k). (A1)
Then apolij is the unique polarisation tensor (up to multiplication by a function of k) with coefficients
that are linear in aij. It is easily verified that
S
pol
ij = (aiaj )pol. (A2)
Now denote by b, c, a the unit vectors along x, y, z, so that
kx = b · k ky = c · k kz = a · k. (A3)
Define the tensor spherical harmonics Yν,μ by operating on the scalar harmonics with Lν :
Y
ν,μ
ij (k) = cν,μLνij Y ν,μ(k) (A4)
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where, as before, the constants cν.μ will be chosen to simplify the results. Substituting Equation (20)
for the Yν, μ,
Y
ν,μ
ij (k) + iY ν,−μij (k) = cν,μLνij
[
(kx + iky)μ ∂
μ
∂k
μ
z
Y ν(k)
]
. (A5)
Using Equation (A3) to evaluate the partial derivatives,
Y
ν,μ
ij (k) + iY ν,−μij (k)
= μ(μ − 1)(kx + iky)μ−2
(
∂μ
∂zμ
Y ν(k)
)
[(bibj − cicj )pol + i(bicj + cibj )pol]
+ 2μ(kx + iky)μ−1
(
∂μ+1
∂k
μ+1
z
Y ν(k)
)
[(aibj + ajbi)pol + i(aicj + aj ci)pol]
+ (kx + iky)μ
(
∂μ+2
∂zμ+2
Y ν(k)
)
(aiaj )
pol. (A6)
Operating on the five spin two spherical harmonics Y2, μ (Equation (21)) with L2ij , we obtain the
tensor harmonics
L2ij [(kx + iky)2] = 2[(bi + ici)(bj + icj )]pol
= 2(bibj − cicj )pol + 2i(bicj + cibj )pol
L2ij [(kx + iky)kz] = [(bi + ici)aj + ai(bj + icj )]pol
= (aibj + ajbi)pol + i(aicj + aj ci)pol
L2ij [k2 − 3k2z ] = −6(aiaj )pol. (A7)
Separating real and imaginary parts,
Y 2,0ij (k) = (aiaj )pol
Y 2,1ij (k) = (aibj + ajbi)pol Y 2,−1ij (k) = (aicj + aj ci)pol
Y 2,2ij (k) = (bibj − cicj )pol Y 2,−2ij (k) = (bicj + cibj )pol. (A8)
This establishes Equation (46) and gives the explicit formulas for tensor harmonics noted in Section
3.
For odd spins, we simply modify this argument appropriately. The tensor spherical harmonics
Yν,μ with odd ν are defined by operating on the scalar harmonics with Oν :
Y
ν,μ
ij (k) = cν,μOνij Y ν,μ(k). (A9)
Substituting Equation (20) for the Yν, μ,
Y
ν,μ
ij (k) + iY ν,−μij (k) = cν,μOνij
[
(kx + iky)μ ∂
μ
∂k
μ
z
Y ν(k)
]
. (A10)
Then as before,
Y
ν,μ
ij (k) + iY ν,−μij (k)
= μ(μ − 1)(kx + iky)μ−2
(
∂μ
∂zμ
Y ν(k)
)
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×
[(
k × (b + ic)
)
i
(bj + icj ) + (bi + ici)
(
k × (b + ic)
)
j
]pol
+ 2μ(kx + iky)μ−1
(
∂μ+1
∂k
μ+1
z
Y ν(k)
)[(
k × a
)
i
(bj + icj ) + (bi + ici)
(
k × a
)
j
]pol
+ (kx + iky)μ
(
∂μ+2
∂zμ+2
Y ν(k)
)[(
k × a
)
i
aj + ai
(
k × a
)
j
]pol
. (A11)
Next note that
O2ij [(kx + iky)2] =
[(
k × (b + ic)
)
i
(bj + icj ) + (bi + ici)
(
k × (b + ic)
)
j
]pol
O2ij [(kx + iky)kz] =
[(
k × a
)
i
(bj + icj ) + (bi + ici)
(
k × a
)
j
]pol
O2ij [k2 − 3k2z ] =
[(
k × a
)
i
aj + ai
(
k × a
)
j
]pol
. (A12)
Define new quantities
X2,2ij (k) + iX2,−2ij (k) = O2ij [(kx + iky)2]
X2,1ij (k) + iX2,−1ij (k) = O2ij [(kx + iky)kz]
X2,0ij (k) = O2ij [k2 − 3k2z ]. (A13)
This establishes Equation (61). Evaluating the cross products and separating real and imaginary parts
gives explicit expressions for the X2,μ,
X2,2ij = −ky(aiaj )pol + kz(aicj + ciaj )pol + ky(bibj )pol − kx(bicj + cibj )pol
X2,−2ij = −kx(aiaj )pol − kz(aibj + cibj )pol − kx(cicj )pol + ky(bicj + cibj )pol
X2,1ij = −ky(aibj + biaj )pol − kx(aicj + ciaj )pol + 2kz(bicj + cibj )pol
X2,−1ij = kx(aibj + biaj )pol − ky(aicj + ciaj )pol − kz(bibj − cicj )pol
X2,0ij = −kx(aicj + ciaj )pol + ky(aibj + biaj )pol. (A14)
Confirming the comments in Section 3, these tensors have odd degree polynomial entries, but, since
ν is odd, the coefficients in Equation (A11) are also of odd degree.
